Cleaning
items

Deodorizes and
sterilizes too!

Spray type
Net size 480mL

Refill
Net size 360mL

Professional bottle
Net size 1.8L
*Please contact a
representative for details.

Professional bottle
Net size 4L
*Please contact a
representative for details.

Professional bottle
Net size 10L
*Please contact a
representative for details.

One spray does it all!
Clean off the toughest stains
with Orange power!
Orange oil works on grease and penetrates into
tough stains. Target the grease and stain with this
foam spray for optimal cleaning. One bottle for an
all-round cleaning from the kitchen to the living
room. This product is loved by professionals in
broad range of industry from maintenance shops
to restaurants.
Feature
No. 1

Feature
No. 2

Contains plenty of Orange oil
Clean off the toughest stains! Contains plenty of
orange oil that penetrates and cleans off oil and
grease. It cleans off the toughest grease and stains.
Sprays in foam for easy target and little dripping.
The foam firmly covers the stain.

Feature
No. 3

A maintenance shop uses and loves this product because it
cleans off machine oil stains without irritating the hands.
The secret lies in the natural ingredients, orange oil and
natural palm oil. It cleans off stains and grease, yet gentle
on hands.

One bottle for a complete cleaning!

Dilute by adding 200 times more water for an
economical use! You can dilute the detergent for
lighter stains for an economical use. Thin it with
50 times more water for greased electronics. Thin
it with 200 times more water for lighter stains
like tobacco resin and dirt. It is economical
because you can dilute it.

Loved by professionals! Contains natural
ingredients for skin-friendly cleaning.

Feature
No. 4

Deodorize and sterilize at the same time
It cleans, deodorizes and sterilizes all at once, so you can use it
on grills and toilets, where you might be concerned about odor
or germs.
*Not all odor or bacteria are eliminated.

Loved by professionals
We have been using Super Orange on grease and dust that are generated when manufacturing machinery. It
cleans very well, and rinses off great. It still cleans great even when thinned 20 times, so it is very economical
too. We manufacture machinery for food production, so we had searched for non-chemical, plant-based cleaner
and encountered Super Orange, which we use ever since. (Mr. Takagaki, CEO, Takagaki Co., Ltd. (Manufacturer
of machinery that processes dough for major breadmaking companies and milling plants))
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